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SUMMARY

AJI SETIAWAN WAHYU SADEWO/A320110190. LOYALTY REFLECTED IN HENRIK IBSEN’S PUBLIC ENEMY (1882) DRAMA: AN INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH. RESEARCH PAPER. SCHOOL OF TEACHER TRAINING AND EDUCATION, MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. JANUARY, 2016.

The major problem of this study is loyalty. Someone who suddenly has loyalty nature, she must confront the problem persist struggled. The objective of this study is to analyze Henrik Ibsen’s Public Enemy based on the structural elements and analyze this drama based on the Individual Psychological Approach. The Writer employs qualitative method. The writer uses two data sources: primary and secondary. The primary data source of the study is Public Enemy drama by Henrik Ibsen. Secondary data are the supporting data taken from literary books, criticism, and some articles related to the drama. The secondary data of the study are taken from any information related to the drama. The method of data collection is the researcher will employ the descriptive qualitative research. Based on the analysis, the researcher gets some conclusions. The study shows that the problem faced by the minor character is her loyalty. It is proven by his dream that becomes success. She is a housewife. She wants to live normally without any problems with her family. Someday, Dr. Stockmann gets big news for the town. But, the Mayor didn’t agree with that news, so Mrs. stockmann worry, so she tells it to her husband. Then her husband was betrayed by hovstad and aslaksen. Finally, Mrs. stockmann remains faithful to Dr. Stockmann.

Keywords: Betrayals, Faithfully, Loyalty.
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